A MESSAGE TO THE PUBLIC:
The Boards of Trustees are pleased to present this Summary of the
1994 Annual Reports of the Social Security and Medicare trust funds.
The reports include extensive information about these important social
programs and, we believe, fully and fairly present their current and
projected financial condition.
We encourage current and future beneficiaries to consider what
the reports mean for them as individual citizens. Based on the
Trustees' best estimates, the reports show:

•

The Federal Disability Insurance (DI) Trust Fund, which pays
disability benefits, is projected to be exhausted in 1995. As a
result, the Board urges that prompt legislative action be taken to
improve the financial integrity of this trust fund by reallocating to
the DI fund a larger share of the overall OASDI tax rate.

• The Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI) Trust Fund,
which pays retirement benefits, will be able to pay benefits for
about 42 years under current law and for about 36 years with the
recommended reallocation to the DI trust fund. The Board believes
that the long-range deficits of both the OASI and DI trust funds
should be addressed. Accordingly, the Board recommends that the
Advisory Council on Social Security conduct an extensive review of
Social Security financing issues and develop recommendations for
restoring the long-range actuarial balance of the OASDI program.
• The Federal Hospital Insurance (HI) Trust Fund, which pays
inpatient hospital expenses, will be able to pay benefits for only
about 7 years and is severely out of financial balance in the longrange. The Trustees urge the Congress to take additional actions
designed to control HI program costs through specific program
legislation and as a part of enacting comprehensive health care
reform.
• The Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance (SMI) Trust Fund,
which pays doctor bills and other outpatient expenses, is financed
on a year-by-year basis and, on this limited basis, is adequately
financed. The Trustees urge the Congress to take additional
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actions designed to control SMI costs through specific program
legislation and as a part of enacting comprehensive health care
reform.
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STATUS OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY
AND MEDICARE PROGRAMS
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What Are the Trust Funds? Four trust funds have been established
by law to finance the Social Security and Medicare programs. For
Social Security, the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI)
Trust Fund pays retirement and survivors benefits; and the Federal
Disability Insurance (DI) Trust Fund pays benefits after a worker
becomes disabled. When both OASI and DI are considered together,
they are called the OASDI program.
For Medicare, the Federal Hospital Insurance (HI) Trust Fund pays
for hospital and related care (often called "Part A") for people over
65 and workers who are disabled. The Federal Supplementary
Medical Insurance (SMI) Trust Fund pays for physician and
outpatient services (often called "Part B") for people over 65 and
workers who are disabled. These two trust funds are not usually
considered together, because they are funded differently.
Who Are the Boards of Trustees? Five people serve on the Social
Security and Medicare Boards of Trustees: the Secretary of the
Treasury, the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of Health and Human
Services, and two members appointed by the President and confirmed
by the Senate to represent the public. The Boards are required by
law to report to the Congress each year on the operation of the trust
funds during the preceding years and the projected financial status for
future years.
What Were the Trust Fund Results in 1993? Assets of the OASI and
HI trust funds increased during calendar year 1993, while the DI and
SMI funds' assets declined. At the end of the year, 42.2 million
people were receiving OASDI benefits and about 36 million people
were covered under Medicare. Trust fund operations, in billions of
dollars, were:

Assets (end of 1992)
Income during 1993
Outgo during 1993
Net Increase
Assets (end of 1993)

OASI

DI

OASDI

HI

SMI

319.1
323.3
273.1
50.2
369.3

12.3
32.3
35.7
-3.4
9.0

331.5
355.6
308.8
46.8
378.3

124.0
98.2
94.4
3.8
1 27.8

24.2
57.7
57.8
-0.1
24.1

What Were the Administrative Expenses in 1993? The cost of
administering the programs in fiscal year 1993, shown as a
percentage of benefit payments from each trust fund, was:
OASI

DI

OASDI

HI

SMI

0.8

2.8

1.0

1.0

3.7

Administrative
Expenses (FY1993):

How Are the Trust Funds Financed? Most OASDI and HI revenue
consists of taxes on earnings that are paid by employees, their
employers, and the self-employed. The tax rates are set by law and,
for OAS DI, apply to earnings that do not exceed a certain annual
amount. This amount, called the earnings base, rises as average wages
increase. In 1994, the earnings base for OASDI is $60,600. Beginning
in 1994, HI taxes are paid on total earnings. The rates employees and
employers each are scheduled to pay under current law are:
Year
1990-99
2000 and later

OASI

DI

OASDI

HI

Total

5.60
5.49

0.60
0.71

6.20
6.20

1.45
1.45

7.65
7.65

People who are self-employed are charged the equivalent of the
combined employer and employee shares, but only on 92.35 percent
of net earnings, and may deduct one-half of the combined tax from
income subject to federal income tax.
All the trust funds receive income from interest earnings on trust
fund assets and from miscellaneous sources. The OASI, DI and,
beginning in 1994, HI trust funds also receive revenue from the
taxation of Social Security benefits.
The SMI or Part B program is financed similarly to yearly renewable,
term insurance. Participants pay a monthly premium in 1994 of
$41.10; the remainder of SMI costs is paid for by the Federal
government from general revenues.
In all trust funds, assets that are not needed to pay current benefits or
administrative expenses (the only purposes for which trust funds may
be used) are invested in special issue U.S. Government securities
guaranteed as to both principal and interest and backed by the full
faith and credit of the U.S. Government.
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How Are Estimates of Trust Fund Balances Made? Short-range (10year) estimates are reported for all funds, and, for the OASI, DI, and
HI trust funds, long-range (75-year) estimates are reported. Because
the future cannot be predicted with certainty, three alternative sets of
economic and demographic assumptions are used to show a range of
possibilities. Assumptions are made about economic growth, wage
growth, inflation, unemployment, fertility, immigration, and
mortality, as well as specific factors relating to disability, hospital,
and medical services costs.
The intermediate assumptions reflect the Trustees' best estimate of
what the future experience will be. - The low cost alternative is more
optimistic; the high cost alternative is more pessimistic; they show
how the trust funds would operate if economic and demographic
conditions are better or worse than the best estimate.
What Concepts Are Used to Describe the Trust Funds? The
measures used to evaluate the financial status of the trust funds are
based on several concepts. Some of the important concepts are:

•

Taxable payroll is that portion of total wages and selfemployment income that is covered and taxed under the
OASDI and HI programs.

•

The annual income rate is the income to the trust fund from
taxes, expressed as a percentage of taxable payroll.

•

The annual cost rate is the outgo from the trust fund, also
expressed as a percentage of taxable payroll.

•

The percentage of taxable payroll is used to measure income
rates and cost rates for the OASDI and HI programs.
Measuring the funds' income and outgo over long periods of
time by describing what portion of taxable earnings they
represent is more meaningful than using dollar amounts,
because the value of a dollar changes over time.

•

The annual balance is the difference between the income rate
and the cost rate. If the balance is negative, the trust fund
has a deficit for that year.
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•

Annual balances are summarized for periods of up to 75 years
and adjusted to include the beginning fund balance and the
cost of ending the projection period with a trust fund ratio of
100 percent; the resulting figure is called the actuarial
balance- if the balance is negative, the fund has an actuarial
deficit.

•

The trust fund ratio is the amount in the trust fund at the
beginning of a year divided by the projected outgo for the
year. It shows what percentage of the year's expenditures the
trust fund has on hand, For example, a trust fund ratio of 50
percent would reflect an amount equal to six months' of
projected expenditures.

•

The year of exhaustion is the first year a trust fund is
projected to run out of funds and to be unable to pay benefits
on time and in full.

How Is the Financial Status of the Trust Funds Tested? Several
tests, based on the intermediate assumptions, are used to review the
financial status of the trust funds.

•

The short-range test is met if, throughout the next 10 years,
the trust fund ratio is at least 100 percent. Or, if the trust
fund ratio is initially less, but reaches 100 percent within the
first five years and stays at or above 100 percent, and there is
enough income to pay benefits on time every month during
the 10 years, the short-range test is met.

•

The long-range test is met if a fund has an actuarial deficit of
no more than five percent of the cost rate over the 75 years,
and the actuarial deficit for any period of the first 10 years or
longer is less than a graduated amount of five percent. If the
long-range test is met, the trust fund is in close actuarial
balance.

•

The test for SMI actuarial soundness is met for any time
period if the trust fund assets and projected income are
enough to cover the projected outgo and there are enough
assets to cover costs incurred but not yet paid. The adequacy
of the SMI Trust Fund is measured only for years for which
both the beneficiary premiums and the general revenue
contributions have been set.
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What Is the Future Outlook for the Trust Funds?
The status of the OASI, DI, and HI trust funds is shown together on
charts because they are financed the same way. SMI is financed
differently, so its status is described separately.
o

THE SHORT-RANGE OUTLOOK (1994-2003)

Chart A shows the projected trust fund ratio under intermediate
assumptions for OASI, DI, and HI separately. It also shows the ratio
for the combined OASI and DI trust funds.

Chart A.-Trust Fund Ratio and Short-Range Test of Financial Adequacy

OASI

OASDI

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998
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Calendar Year

The OASI trust fund ratio line is over the 100 percent level at the
beginning of the 10-year period and stays over that level through the
year 2003. Therefore, the OASI trust fund meets the short-range test
of financial adequacy.
However, the trust fund ratio line for DI starts at 23 percent and does
not reach the 100 percent level at any time in this period; it does not
meet the short-range test. Moreover, the DI trust fund is expected to
be exhausted in mid 1995 under the intermediate assumptions, and in
early 1995 if economic and other conditions in the future turn out to
be more pessimistic, as under the high cost alternative.
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An additional way to view the outlook for the trust funds as projected
under current law is in relation to the economy as a whole. The table
below shows the estimated outgo from each trust fund as a percentage
of estimated gross domestic product (GDP) in selected years and the
percentage increase in outgo in relation to GDP from 1994 to 2068.
OASI and DI increase at about the same rate over this period, while
the increases in HI and particularly in SMI are much greater.
OASI, DI, HI, AND SMI OUTGO AS A PERCENT OF GROSS
DOMESTIC PRODUCT
Trust Fund

1 994

2020

2045

2068

% Increase

OASI
DI
HI
SMI

4.25
. 58
1.60
. 93

5.09
. 85
3.22
3.27

5.75
.85
4.55
4.10

6.03
.83
4.98
4.37

42
43
211
370

CONCLUSIONS
The status of the Social Security and Medicare programs can be
summarized by looking at the results of the tests used to evaluate the
financial status of the trust funds and at the number of years before
each trust fund is expected to be exhausted under the intermediate
assumptions:
FINANCIAL STATUS OF THE OASI, DI, HI, AND SMI PROGRAMS
Is the Test Met:
Trust Fund

Short-Range
10 Years

Long-Range
75 Years

Years Until
Exhaustion

Yes
No
42
OASI
No
No
1
DI
35
Yes
No
OASDI (combined)
7
No
No
HI
The SMI Trust Fund meets its test of actuarial soundness.
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Based on the Trustees best estimates (intermediate assumptions):
The OASI trust fund is expected to be able to pay benefits for about
the next 42 years, but the fund is not in close actuarial balance for the
75-year long-range period.
The DI trust fund is not adequately financed, and it will be able to
continue paying benefits only until some time in 1995 without
corrective legislation. The Board recommends prompt action by the
Congress to allocate to the DI trust fund a larger portion of the
combined OASDI tax rate in order to improve the financial integrity
of the DI program.
A reallocation of the OASDI tax rate is possible because the
combined OASI and DI trust funds are estimated to continue growing
for 25 years into the future and would not be exhausted until 2029.
In view of the lack of close actuarial balance in the OASDI program
over the next 75 years, the Board believes that the long-range deficits
of both the OASI and DI trust funds should be addressed.
Accordingly, the Board recommends that the Advisory Council on
Social Security conduct an extensive review of Social Security
financing issues and develop recommendations for restoring the
long-range actuarial balance of the OASDI program.
The HI trust fund will be able to pay benefits for only about 7 years
and is severely out of actuarial balance over the next 75 years.
Because of the magnitude of the projected actuarial deficit in the HI
program and the high probability that the HI Trust Fund will be
exhausted before the turn of the century, the Trustees urge the
Congress to take additional actions to control HI program costs
through specific program legislation and as a part of enacting
comprehensive health care reform.
The SMI program, though actuarially sound, has experienced rapid
growth: program outlays have increased 59 percent in the last five
years and grew 23 percent faster than the economy as a whole.
Because this growth shows little sign of abating, the Trustees urge
the Congress to take additional actions to control SMI costs through
specific program legislation and as a part of enacting comprehensive
health care reform.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PUBLIC TRUSTEES:

We are pleased to join with the ex officio trustees in issuing this fourth
Summary of the Annual Reports of the Boards of Trustees of the Social
Security and Medicare trust funds. We are privileged to take part in the
very thorough and careful process by which the Annual Reports are
prepared to provide this vital public accounting. As representatives of
the public, we assure you of the credibility of the information in these
reports.
One of our most important responsibilities as public trustees is to
communicate to beneficiaries and taxpayers affected by these programs
as effectively as possible the financial outlook for each program. In
completing our fixed 4-year term this year, we are focusing on three
issues of paramount and continuing importance to the public. We urge
the Administration and the Congress to take concerted action to find
solutions to these issues in the years ahead.

Disability Insurance Reform
In 1992 the Board of Trustees reported, in compliance with section 709
of the Social Security Act, that the reserves of the Federal Disability
Insurance (DI) Trust Fund could be exhausted as early as 1995 and
that legislative action would be necessary to resolve this problem.
We subsequently worked with the ex officio trustees of both the prior
and current Administrations in recommending a plan to address the
near-term disability fund shortfall. This plan would advance and
increase the reallocation currently scheduled by law for the year 2000
of a portion of the total OASDI payroll tax rate from the Federal OldAge and Survivors Insurance (OASI) Trust Fund to the DI fund.
The Board noted that the recommended reallocation would not increase
the total OASDI payroll tax rate and, equally important, would not
jeopardize the short-range financial status of the OASI fund. To date,
the Congress has not acted to make the necessary legislative change.
The 1994 Report continues to project that the DI fund will be exhausted
in 1995. Therefore, we again strongly urge that action be taken as
soon as possible to ensure the short-range financial solvency of the DI
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trust fund. We also strongly urge the prompt completion of the
research efforts undertaken by the Administration at the Board's
request. This research may assist the Congress as it considers the
causes of the rapid growth in disability costs and addresses, as
necessary, any substantive changes needed in the program.
Disability Insurance under Social Security is nearly 40 years old.
While some reforms have taken place over the years, the public is
entitled to a thorough policy review of the program. The recent
dramatic growth suggests the possibility of larger underlying issues
related to the health and employment circumstances of workers and the
need for responsive adjustments in the program.

Medicare Reform
We continue to believe, as we emphasized in our 1993 Public Trustees
message, that the Medicare program is not sustainable in its present
form. The Board of Trustees reported last year, in compliance with
section 709, that the Federal Hospital Insurance (HI) Trust Fund,
which pays Medicare covered inpatient hospital expenses, was
projected to face a rapidly deteriorating financial condition and to be
exhausted within 10 years.
The Administration and the Congress did take some actions as part of
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA 93) both to
raise additional revenue and reduce projected expenditures under HI.
Even with those changes, this report projects, under the best estimates,
that the HI trust fund will be exhausted in 2001. In addition, the HI
program still is projected to experience a large and increasing financial
imbalance in the long run due to escalating program costs.
The Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance (SMI) Trust Fund,
which pays Medicare covered doctor bills and other outpatient
expenses, is financed on a year-by-year basis and is not subject to any
longer range test of financial solvency. Some steps to reduce SMI
expenditures were included in OBRA 93. However, the cost of SMI is
projected to continue to rise significantly.
Although reform of the nation's health care system is expected to
eventually reduce the rate of growth in health care costs and thereby
reduce the financing needs of HI and SMI, current national health
reform proposals do not adequately address the serious long-range
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financial imbalance in the Medicare program. We strongly urge the
Administration and the Congress to resolve the long range financial
insolvency of Medicare as part of comprehensive national health
re orm. This will require a review of the substantive provisions of
Medicare, including its financing provisions, and will necessitate much
more than reliance on the effects of current national health reform
proposals.

Old-Age and Survivor's Insurance Reform
The OASI trust fund, which pays retirement benefits, is well financed
over the short run and, indeed, has adequate reserves to allow the tax
reallocation to the disability trust fund described earlier. However,
the long-range best estimates in this report show that the OASI trust
fund is expected to be exhausted in 2036, eight years earlier than was
projected in last year's report. As a result, legislative action is needed
to ensure the long-range financial integrity of the OAS[ program.
The nation's domestic social policy agenda is focused currently on two
major objectives: reform of our health care and welfare systems.
Important as these issues are, they must not overshadow the importance
of beginning now to seriously consider how the nation should deal with
the financing gap that the OASI program is projected to face after the
large "baby boom" generation retires.
The changes that will be required can be relatively small and gradual if
they are begun in the near future. However, the magnitude of those
changes grows each year that action is delayed. We urge thoughtful
debate to take place now about the type and degree of change required
in Social Security to address the income security needs of the Nation in
the decades ahead. We also urge both the Administration and the
Congress to be mindful of the long range financial condition of the
OASI program when considering other federal policy issues such as
health care reform.
We note that Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan has sponsored bills in
recent years to eliminate the projected long-range financing deficit in
Social Security and that Representative J. J. Pickle currently has
proposed legislation specifically designed to address that problem.
These valuable steps should be actively pursued and supplemented by
involvement of experts in the private sector and the public as a whole
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in discussion of the changes that should be made to ensure the longrange financial integrity of Social Security.
In order to make informed decisions about what roles Social Security,
private pensions, personal savings, and earnings from work should play
in providing retirement income in the decades ahead, better information
is needed about needs of future retirees and the resources that will be
available to meet those needs.
Further, when considering the issue of economic security in
retirement, both income and health care must be considered together
because resources that are required in one area will not be available in
the other. Yet, the research and policy discussion on retirement
income issues seldom reflects this interrelationship.
More needs to be done to develop a comprehensive view of retirement
income and health issues. In particular, the appropriate roles for
government, employers, and individuals need to be considered fully
when making legislative changes affecting retirement health and income
programs in both the public and private sectors.
As a step in this direction, we commissioned research papers and
sponsored a conference in October 1993 on the adequacy and
limitations of current data and forecasting models for projecting future
health and income needs and resources of the aged. Based on that
conference, it is clear that additional support is needed both to
continue and extend survey and other data development efforts and to
improve modeling capability regarding future income and health
circumstances of retirees.
The Administration and the Congress should act promptly to ensure
that adequate information is available to undertake the concerted
legislative activity that will be required for public and private income
and health programs in the years ahead. Successfully addressing these
issues is critical to assuring the economic security of this Nation and
the well-being of current and future generations of Americans in their
retirement years.

Stanford G. Ross
Trustee

David M. Walker
Trustee
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